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his nights away. But now Wallander must forget
his troubles and throw himself into a battle
against time and against mounting racial hatred.
'Mankell is one of the most ingenious crime
writers around. Highly recommended' Observer
Mankell is in the first division of crime writing'
The Times
Faceless Sep 19 2021 As a serial killer stalks a
coastal English town, a troubled detective is on
the trail in this gritty crime thriller by the author
of The Mechanic Trilogy. The English seaside
town of Blackpool has a dangerous side, as
Detective Inspector Rosalind Kray knows all too
well. After surviving a vicious knife attack which
left her husband dead, Kray is now returning to
work—only to be handed a serial killer
investigation. But this killer doesn’t just want to
take the lives of his victims, he wants to
obliterate their very existence. The murders
appear random, but each quarry is selected with
meticulous care. Kray has always had a unique
asset in investigations like these: the ability to
think like a killer. Between fighting her
superiors and struggling with her own demons,
Kray makes a series of horrifying discoveries
that turn the case on its head. But just when she
thinks she’s closing in on the killer, her world
comes crashing down in ways she could never
have imagined.
Faceless Dec 31 2019 When Maisie is struck by
lightning, her face is partially destroyed. She's
lucky enough to get a face transplant, but how

The Faceless Ones (Skulduggery Pleasant,
Book 3) Aug 26 2019 She’s twelve. He’s dead.
But together they’re going to save the world.
Hopefully. Third bone-breaking, belly-busting
adventure in the bestselling series that puts the
“funny” back in... um... funny series. That didn’t
really work, did it?
Kama the Faceless Beast Aug 19 2021 Sixth in
the Darkest Hour subseries Tom has faced many
Beast Quests, but this one might be his last! He
has reached the end of the Warrior’s Road and
must face many enemies. He must defeat them
all—if he fails, Avantia will be destroyed.
Faceless Killers Jul 18 2021 Discover the
thrilling first novel in the addictive Wallander
series 'Wallander is among the very best
fictional crimebusters' Daily Telegraph One
frozen January morning at 5am, Inspector
Wallander responds to what he believes is a
routine call out. When he reaches the isolated
farmhouse he discovers a bloodbath. An old man
has been tortured and beaten to death, his wife
lies barely alive beside his shattered body, both
victims of a violence beyond reason. The woman
supplies Wallander with his only clue: the
perpetrators may have been foreign. When this
is leaked to the press, it unleashes a tide of
racism. Wallander's life is a shambles. His wife
has left him, his daughter refuses to speak to
him, and even his ageing father barely tolerates
him. He works tirelessly, eats badly, and drinks
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do you live your life when you can't even
recognize yourself any more? She was a runner,
a girlfriend, a good student ... a normal girl.
Now, after a single freak accident, all that has
changed. As Maisie discovers how much her
looks did and didn't shape her relationship to the
world, she has to redefine her own identity, and
figure out what 'lucky' really means.
The Faceless Woman Sep 07 2020 The Swan
Princess meets Irish Mythology in this sweeping
retelling. Once upon a time...A town will only
suffer the presence of a witch for as long as she
is useful. Aisling watches the flames lick her
thighs and prays for a quick death. But when an
Unseelie prince appears through the smoke, she
does what any self respecting witch would do.
The Faceless Old Woman Who Secretly Lives
in Your Home: A Welcome to Night Vale
Novel Sep 27 2019 From the New York Times
bestselling authors of Welcome to Night Vale
and It Devours! and the creators of the No. 1
podcast, comes a new novel set in the world of
Night Vale and beyond. In the town of Night
Vale, there's a faceless old woman who secretly
lives in everyone's home, but no one knows how
she got there or where she came from . . . until
now. Told in a series of eerie flashbacks, the
story of The Woman is revealed, as she guides,
haunts and sabotages an unfortunate Night Vale
resident named Craig. In the end, her dealings
with Craig and her history in nineteenth century
Europe will come together in the most
unexpected and horrifying way. Part The
Haunting of Hill House, part The Count of Monte
Cristo, and 100% about a faceless old woman
who secretly lives in your home.
Faceless Killers Dec 23 2021 Inspector Kurt
Wallander, a local Swedish police officer whose
own personal life is falling apart, finds himself
coping with a wave of anti-foreigner sentiment
when he is put in charge of the investigation into
the brutal murders of an elderly couple.
Challenging the Myth of Gender Equality in
Sweden Oct 21 2021 This is the first book to
explode the myth of Swedish gender equality,
offering both a new perspective for an
international audience, and suggesting how
equality might be re-thought more generally.
Scandinavian Crime Fiction Aug 07 2020 This
collection of articles studies the development of
crime fiction in Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
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Norway and Sweden since the 1960s, offering
the first English-language study of this widely
read and influential form. Since the first MartinBeck novel of Maj Sjöwall and Per Wahlöö
appeared in 1965, the socially-critical crime
novel has figured prominently in Scandinavian
culture, and found hundreds of millions of
readers outside Scandinavia. But is there truly a
Scandinavian crime novel tradition?
Scandinavian Crime Fiction identifies distinct
features and changes in the Scandinavian crime
tradition through analysis of some of its most
well-known writers: Henning Mankell, Stieg
Larsson, Anne Holt, Liza Marklund, Leena
Lehtolainen, and Arnaldur Indriðason, among
others. Focusing on Scandinavian crime fiction’s
snowballing prominence since the 1990s,
articles zoom in on the transformation of the
genre’s social criticism, study the significance of
cultural and geographical place in the tradition,
and analyze the cultural politics of crime fiction,
including struggles over gender equity,
sexuality, ethnicity, history, and the fate of the
welfare state. Scandinavian Crime Fiction maps
out the contribution of Scandinavian crime
writers to contemporary European culture and
society, making the volume valuable to scholars
and the interested public.
Pel And The Paris Mob Jun 04 2020 In his
beloved Burgundy, Chief Inspector Pel finds
himself incensed by interference from Paris and
crimes are being committed by violent gangs
from Paris and Marseilles. He also unravels the
riddles of a robbery and mysterious shootings.
As if that wasn’t enough, Pel must deal with the
misadventures of a Serjeant and his lover.
Interactive Storytelling Oct 09 2020 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th
International Conference on Interactive
Storytelling, ICIDS 2013, Istanbul, Turkey,
November 2013. The 14 revised full papers
presented together with 10 short papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 51
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on theory and aesthetics; authoring
tools and applications; evaluation and user
experience reports; virtual characters and
agents; new storytelling modes; workshops.
Stinger the Sea Phantom Jun 16 2021 Spectron,
the Sea Ghost City, is in danger! The wicked
Professor has unleashed another of his menacing
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Robobeasts. Can Max and his friends defeat
Stinger the Sea Phantom and protect the Sea
Ghosts? Don't miss the other books in this
series: Shredder the Spider Droid, Crusher the
Creeping Terror and Mangler the Dark Menace.
Faceless Apr 14 2021 The nail-biting, thoughtprovoking, shocking new standalone thriller
from New Zealand's Queen of Crime, Vanda
Symon.
Henning Mankell Wallander Bundle: Faceless
Killers, The Dogs of Riga, The White Feb 22
2022 The first three novels in Henning
Manning's Kurt Wallander series are now
available in a trade paperback set. Mystery fans
across America are discovering the international
bestseller Henning Mankell and his character
Kurt Wallander, the veteran Swedish police
detective. FACELESS KILLERS First in the Kurt
Wallander series. It was a senselessly violent
crime: on a cold night in a remote Swedish
farmhouse an elderly farmer is bludgeoned to
death, and his wife is left to die with a noose
around her neck. And as if this didn’t present
enough problems for the Ystad police Inspector
Kurt Wallander, the dying woman’s last word is
foreign, leaving the police the one tangible clue
they have–and in the process, the match that
could inflame Sweden’s already smoldering antiimmigrant sentiments. THE DOGS OF RIGA
Second in the Kurt Wallander series. On the
Swedish coastline, two bodies, victims of grisly
torture and cold execution, are discovered in a
life raft. With no witnesses, no motives, and no
crime scene, Detective Kurt Wallander is
frustrated and uncertain he has the ability to
solve a case as mysterious as it is heinous. But
after the victims are traced to the Baltic state of
Latvia, a country gripped by the upheaval of
Soviet disintegration, Major Liepa of the Riga
police takes over the investigation. Thinking his
work done, Wallander slips into routine once
more, until suddenly, he is called to Riga and
plunged into an alien world where shadows are
everywhere, everything is watched, and old
regimes will do anything to stay alive. THE
WHITE LIONESS Third in the Kurt Wallander
series. The execution-style murder of a Swedish
housewife looks like a simple case even though
there is no obvious suspect. But then Wallander
learns of a determined stalker, and soon enough,
the cops catch up with him. But when his alibi
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turns out to be airtight, they realize that what
seemed a simple crime of passion is actually far
more complex—and dangerous. The search for
the truth behind the killing eventually uncovers
an assassination plot, and Wallander soon finds
himself in a tangle with both the secret police
and a ruthless foreign agent. Combining
compelling insights into the sinister side of
modern life with a riveting tale of international
intrigue, The White Lioness keeps you on the
knife-edge of suspense.
Pel And The Predators May 04 2020 There has
been a sudden spate of murders around
Burgundy where Pel has just been promoted to
Chief Inspector. He also receives a letter bomb,
and these combined events threaten to overturn
Pel’s plans to marry. Can Pel keep his life, his
love and his career by solving the murder
mysteries? Can Pel stave off the predators?
Tissue Economies Dec 11 2020 As new medical
technologies are developed, more and more
human tissues—such as skin, bones, heart
valves, embryos, and stem cell lines—are stored
and distributed for therapeutic and research
purposes. The accelerating circulation of human
tissue fragments raises profound social and
ethical concerns related to who donates or sells
bodily tissue, who receives it, and who
profits—or does not—from the transaction.
Catherine Waldby and Robert Mitchell survey
the rapidly expanding economies of exchange in
human tissue, explaining the complex questions
raised and suggesting likely developments.
Comparing contemporary tissue economies in
the United Kingdom and United States, they
explore and complicate the distinction that has
dominated practice and policy for several
decades: the distinction between tissue as a gift
to be exchanged in a transaction separate from
the commercial market and tissue as a
commodity to be traded for profit. Waldby and
Mitchell pull together a prodigious amount of
research—involving policy reports and scientific
papers, operating manuals, legal decisions,
interviews, journalism, and Congressional
testimony—to offer a series of case studies
based on particular forms of tissue exchange.
They examine the effect of threats of
contamination—from HIV and other
pathogens—on blood banks’ understandings of
the gift/commodity relationship; the growth of
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autologous economies, in which individuals bank
their tissues for their own use; the creation of
the United Kingdom’s Stem Cell bank, which
facilitates the donation of embryos for stem cell
development; and the legal and financial
repercussions of designating some tissues
“hospital waste.” They also consider the impact
of different models of biotechnology patents on
tissue economies and the relationship between
experimental therapies to regenerate damaged
or degenerated tissues and calls for a legal, forprofit market in organs. Ultimately, Waldby and
Mitchell conclude that scientific technologies,
the globalization of tissue exchange, and recent
anthropological, sociological, and legal thinking
have blurred any strict line separating donations
from the incursion of market values into tissue
economies.
Faceless May 16 2021 She's done the time, now
she wants revenge. 'The Queen of Crime' Woman
& Home 'The undisputed queen of British crime
thrillers' Heat 'She's a total one-off' Guardian A
gripping novel of one woman's revenge, Faceless
by the Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina
Cole takes a dark and honest look at what life is
really like on the inside. Marie Carter lost
everything the day she went to prison for a
double murder she doesn't remember
committing. Her parents abandoned her, her
friends disappeared. Even her children didn't
want to know. Twelve long years later, Marie is
out and she's back to settle some scores... For
more compelling novels about life on the inside,
be sure to read Martina Cole's Two Women, The
Jump and The Good Life.
Resurrection (Skulduggery Pleasant, Book
10) Mar 26 2022 The best-selling return of
skeleton detective Skulduggery Pleasant and it
will rearrange your world.
Kama the Faceless Beast Aug 31 2022 Tom's
most dangerous Quest ever is heading towards
an explosive climax! He must confront Kama the
Faceless Beast, an old foe of his father's. Will
Tom prevail?
Faceless Killers Oct 01 2022 As his personal life
falls apart, Swedish Police Inspector Kurt
Wallander is confronted with a hideous crime
which has devastating repercussions. An elderly
couple are brutally murdered in their remote
farmhouse and the suspicion falls on the
immigrant community.
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Halfelfin Jan 30 2020 Follow the adventures of
the Orthelios Twins as they reunite after years of
estrangement to face a long dormant evil risen
to claim the world as her own.
The DI Rosalind Kray Series Books One to Three
Nov 02 2022 The first three DI Rosalind Kray
crime thrillers, together in one collection, from
the bestselling author of the DS Malice series.
Faceless Blackpool DI Rosalind Kray returns to
work after surviving a vicious knife attack that
took her husband’s life. Her first case back,
unfortunately, is far from simple. A serial killer
is going to great lengths to kill and obliterate the
existence of his victims. In her efforts to find the
killer, Roz also fights with her superiors and
wrestles with her inner demons. Soon, horrifying
revelations are made, turning the case on its
head. Roz is about to discover the truth is closer
than she could have ever imagined . . . This
Little Piggy Kevin Palmer was just a regular
guy—until his wife, money, business, and
reputation were all taken away from him. Now
he wants revenge . . . DI Rosalind Kray is still
reeling from an attack that took her husband’s
life. She finds herself on the trail of a twisted
killer and cracks the macabre pattern of
murders. Roz suspects Palmer, but her boss is
unconvinced. So, with the clock ticking, Roz
must find a way to pin the murders on Palmer
before another falls victim to his plan . . .
Suspended Retribution DI Rosalind Kray hopes
to become the new DCI after tracking down
another serial killer, but those in charge have
other ideas. Meanwhile, after a small-time crook
is killed in a hit and run and a serial burglar is
brutally murdered, Kray suspects a vigilante is
at work . . . Once again, Kray finds herself on the
trail of a serial killer, but this one is different.
Now, with her bosses on her heels and the body
count rising, Kray must hurry to take down this
madman before it ruins her. A terrific choice for
fans of Caroline Mitchell, Helen H. Durrant, and
Angela Marsons.
Death Set To Music Mar 02 2020 The severely
battered body of a murder victim turns up in
provincial France and the sharp-tongued Chief
Inspector Pel must use all his Gallic guile to
understand the pile of clues building up around
him, until a further murder and one small boy
make the elusive truth all too apparent.
Faceless (a Suburban Noir Novel) Jul 26 2019
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In the heart of Silicon Valley, a group of
longtime friends present their idealized lives on
social media, while their true selves remain
masked. Battling feelings of betrayal, envy, and
lust, their addiction to an endless stream of
updates is silently eating at the foundation of
their relationships. One of them is not feeling
the love. One of them is isolated and jealous, and
considers murder worth the price to gain a life
that matches the glittering world displayed
online. Faceless is a gripping suburban noir
novel that explores the dark side of social media,
and leads us to ask whether those we call our
friends might be complete strangers.
Pel And The Pirates Jul 06 2020 As Chief
Inspector Pel honeymoons with his long-time
love in St Ives, a local taxi driver is murdered.
More puzzling is his attempts to reach Pel before
the brutal killing and the fact his message is one
of murder, arson, and smuggling. But, can Pel
break the silence surrounding the Islanders, and
catch the killer?
Break-ins at Sanctuary Churches and
Organizations Opposed to Administration Policy
in Central America Nov 09 2020
Harrap's essential English Dictionary Oct 28
2019
Faceless Jul 30 2022 BE CAREFUL A masked
robber, a gunshot, an endless nightmare left in
its wake. Wynter Moore was just four years old
when she witnessed the murder of her mother.
For twenty-five years she’s tried to blunt the
trauma with ambition. Yet each year, she shuts
down her popular Iowa restaurant to return to
her small hometown of Pike, Wisconsin, to
grieve. Only this time, her visit will be marked
by new danger and shocking discoveries about
the past—and about her mother. WHAT YOU
DIG FOR Why kill her? That’s what’s scrawled
on the picture Pike’s recently deceased sheriff
left behind for Wynter. Pulled from surveillance
tape, it shows the fatal hold-up—and raises
unnerving questions. Soon, Wynter is opening a
Pandora’s box of dark revelations and suspects.
When frightening incidents and threats start
coming, it’s clear that Wynter is a target herself.
Enemies seem to abound—except for one man . .
. YOU JUST MIGHT GET KILLED Game warden
Noah Heller has tried to convince himself that
Wynter is just a friend ever since they met in
grief counseling as teenagers. But now that
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she’s in danger, that denial is over. Traveling to
her side, he helps Wynter retrace the
treacherous steps of her complex mother’s
life—before she loses her own. Because someone
wants—needs—Wynter gone, forever. Praise for
Pretend You’re Safe “A satisfying mystery . . .
Ivy's clever foreshadowing keeps the tension
high throughout this fast-moving tale, and the
romance sizzles.” —Publishers Weekly “A pulseraising romantic thriller.” —BookPage
The Faceless God Mar 14 2021
Dark Days Jan 24 2022 Skulduggery is gone. All
our hopes rest with Valkyrie. The world's weight
is on her shoulders, and its fate is in her hands.
Forbidden Brides of the Faceless Slaves in
the Secret House of the Night of Dread
Desire May 28 2022 A celebrated send-up of
gothic literature, beautifully adapted into a dark,
brooding, and oddly comical graphic novel.
Somewhere in the night, a raven caws, an
author's pen scratches, and thunder claps. The
author wants to write fiction: stories about frail
women in white nightgowns, mysterious bumps
in the night, and the undead rising to collect old
debts. But he keeps getting interrupted by the
everyday annoyances of talking ravens, duels to
the death, and his sinister butler. Shane Oakley
beautifully illustrates New York Times
bestselling author Neil Gaiman's satirical tale.
The Faceless Mage Apr 26 2022 He'll protect
her with his last breath...Until she becomes his
next target.Leisa's ambitions used to be simple.
Guard the princess. Hide her magic. Wait for her
family to return.But all of that changes when her
king demands that she use her unique abilities
to spy on the rival kingdom of Garimore.Alone,
far from home, and living a lie that grows more
perilous by the day, Leisa's task is complicated
by her most dangerous enemy yet-the masked
assassin known only as the Raven.Everyone in
the Five Thrones knows to fear him, but the
Raven is not what Leisa expected. As silent as he
is lethal, he provokes her curiosity as much as
her fear, and hides secrets she's determined to
learn.When her already precarious mission takes
a deadly turn, Leisa must evade the Raven
himself if she is to succeed. It's never been done
before, but Leisa is nothing if not stubborn. And
if she doesn't become the first to escape his
blade, her entire kingdom will pay the price-in
blood.If you love adventure, mystery, and slow5/7
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burn enemies-to-lovers romance, discover the
Legends of Abreia, a new romantic fantasy
series for fans of Sylvia Mercedes, Miranda
Honfleur and Shari L. Tapscott!
The Routledge Companion to Literary Urban
Studies Nov 29 2019 Over the past decades, the
growing interest in the study of literature of the
city has led to the development of literary urban
studies as a discipline in its own right. The
Routledge Companion to Literary Urban Studies
provides a methodical overview of the
fundamentals of this developing discipline and a
detailed outline of new directions in the field. It
consists of 33 newly commissioned chapters that
provide an outline of contemporary literary
urban studies. The Companion covers all of the
main theoretical approaches as well as key
literary genres, with case studies covering a
range of different geographical, cultural, and
historical settings. The final chapters provide a
window into new debates in the field. The three
focal issues are key concepts and genres of
literary urban studies; a reassessment and
critique of classical urban studies theories and
the canon of literary capitals; and methods for
the analysis of cities in literature. The Routledge
Companion to Literary Urban Studies provides
the reader with practical insights into the
methods and approaches that can be applied to
the city in literature and serves as an important
reference work for upper-level students and
researchers working on city literature.
The Faceless Ones Jun 28 2022 Third bonebreaking, belly-busting adventure in the series
that puts the "funny" back in... um... funny
series. That didn't really work, did it? If you've
read the previous Skulduggery books then you
know what the Faceless Ones are - and if you
know what the Faceless Ones are, then you can
probably take a wild guess that things in this
book are going to get AWFULLY sticky for our
skeletal hero and his young sidekick. If you
haven't read the previous Skulduggery books
then what are you doing reading this? Go and
read them right now, so that you know what all
that stuff in the previous paragraph was about.
Done? Good. So now you're on tenterhooks too,
desperately awaiting the answers to all your
questions, and instead you're going to have to
wait to read the book. Sorry about that.
Emile Zola and the Artistry of Adaptation Jan 12
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2021 "Filmmakers have drawn inspiration from
the pages of Emile Zola from the earliest days of
cinema. The ever-growing number of
adaptations they have produced spans eras,
genres, languages, and styles. In spite of the
diversity of these approaches, numerous critics
regard them as inferior copies of a superior
textual original. But key novels by Zola resist
this critical approach to adaptation. Both at the
level of characterization and in terms of their
own textual inheritance, they question the very
possibility of origin, be it personal or textual. In
the light of this questioning, the cinematic
versions created from Zolas texts merit critical
re-evaluation. Far from being facile copies of the
nineteenth-century novelists works, these films
assess their own status as adaptations, playing
with both notions of artistic creation and their
own artistic act. Kate Griffiths is a lecturer in
French at Swansea University."
It Devours! Nov 21 2021 From the authors of the
New York Times bestselling novel Welcome to
Night Vale and the #1 podcast of the same
name, comes a powerful new novel about two
young people finding their place in the world,
and the terrifying, toothy power of the Smiling
God. Nilanjana Sikdar is an outsider to the town
of Night Vale. Working for Carlos, the town's top
scientist, she relies on fact and logic as her
guiding principles. But all of that is put into
question when Carlos gives her a special
assignment investigating a mysterious rumbling
in the desert wasteland outside of town. This
investigation leads her to the Joyous
Congregation of the Smiling God, and to Darryl,
one of its most committed members. Caught
between her beliefs in the ultimate power of
science and her growing attraction to Darryl,
she begins to suspect the Congregation is
planning a ritual that could threaten the lives of
everyone in town. Nilanjana and Darryl must
search for common ground between their very
different world views as they are faced with the
Congregation's darkest and most terrible secret.
Faceless Feb 10 2021 Newbery Honor winner
Kathryn Lasky, author of the Guardians of
Ga’hoole series, delivers a riveting adventure
about young British spies on a secret mission in
Germany in WWII. “Fascinating and riveting,
especially for history buffs and spy aficionados.”
—Kirkus “A page-turner, particularly for readers
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intrigued by WWII.” —Booklist “With a welldetailed historical backdrop and a puzzling
familial mystery, this novel delivers intrigue.”
—Publishers Weekly Over the centuries, a small
clan of spies called the Tabula Rasa has worked
ceaselessly to fight oppression. They can pass
unseen through enemy lines and “become” other
people without being recognized. They are,
essentially, faceless. Alice and Louise Winfield
are sisters and spies in the Tabula Rasa. They’re
growing up in wartime England, where the
threat of Nazi occupation is ever near. But
Louise wants to live an ordinary life and leaves
the agency. Now, as Alice faces her most
dangerous assignment yet, she fears discovery,
but, most of all, she fears losing her own sister.
This upper middle grade novel is a mix of
espionage and historical adventure and will
appeal to fans of Elizabeth Wein and Ruta
Sepetys. Lasky masterfully spins a tale filled
with mystery, suspense, and intrigue that will
have readers hooked. Faceless is also a
springboard for the study of Word War II, with
special interest to classrooms that would like to
teach subjects such as Hitler, the Nazi regime,
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and anti-Nazi resistance.
Pel And The Party Spirit Apr 02 2020 Chief
Inspector Pel and Brigade Criminelle are
mobilised when a fatal stabbing, an anticipated
delivery of lethal drugs, and the discovery of a
corpse in an ancient tower all coincide with a
frantic search for two murderous hitchhikers.
Faceless Jun 24 2019 The contributions to this
book explore a phenomenon that appears to be a
contradiction in itself – we, the users of
computers, can be tracked in digital space for all
eternity. Although, on the one hand, one wants
to be noticed and noticeable, on the other hand
one does not necessarily want to be recognized
at the first instance, being prey to an
unfathomable public, or – even less so – to lose
face. The book documents artistic and other
strategies that point out options for appearing in
the infinite book of faces whilst nevertheless
avoiding being included in any records. The
desire not to become a mere object of facial sellout does not just remain an aesthetic endeavor.
The contributions also contain combative and
sarcastic statements against a digital dynamic
that has already penetrated our everyday lives.
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